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1. The French social philosopher who gave 

stress on scientific theories and

observations was

[A] H. Maine

[B] E. Durkheim

[C] A. Comte

[D] H. Spencer

2. By objectivity, we generally mean

[A] impersonal attitude

[B] unbiased collection of data

[C] unconditional notion of tangible
and intangible facts

[D] All of the above

3. The aim(s) of research is/are

[A] verification

[B] fact finding

[C] theoretical development

[D] All of the above

4. At which of the following stages

objectivity cannot be introduced?

[A] At the time of data collection

[B] At the time of data interpretation

[C] At the time of field survey

[D] At the stage of meeting non-
respondents

5. The most important criterion of a good

sample is its

[A] small size

[B] large size

[C] representatives

[D] ambiguities

6. Social research can be conducted to

study the problems related to

[A] an individual

[B] a group

[C] all groups

[D] some groups

7. The crucial feature of scientific data

is its

[A] reliability

[B] quality

[C] quantifiability

[D] universal applicability

8. Case study involves

[A] very careful observation of a person

[B] complete observation of a person

[C] careful observation of a person

[D] very careful and complete
observation of a person
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9. What is the basic difference between

Durkheim and Weber in terms of

methodology?

[A] The former believed in subjective
approach and the latter in objective 
approach

[B] The former believed in objective
approach and the latter in
subjective approach

[C] Both [A] and [B]

[D] None of the above

10. The comparative method was generally

used by

[A] positivists

[B] antipositivists

[C] evolutionists

[D] empiricists

11. Which among the following is not

a social fact?

[A] Tangible fact

[B] Intangible fact

[C] Hearsay

[D] Social custom

12. The two types of observation are

[A] spontaneous and controlled

[B] formal and informal

[C] open-ended and close-ended

[D] participant and non-participant

13. Which of the following methods consists 

of observation, recording, classification, 

hypothesis verification and prediction?

[A] Historical method

[B] Scientific method

[C] Inverse-deductive method

[D] Ideal-type method

14. Experimentation is

[A] impossible in sociology

[B] the most important method in
sociology

[C] though possible not preferred in
sociology

[D] rarely possible in sociology

15. Social scientists deal with ideas

[A] so that they can reinforce them

[B] to ascertain their origin

[C] to ascertain whether they are or
can be turned into knowledge

[D] to prove them false
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16. The study of human society involves

the study of

[A] man

[B] group

[C] culture

[D] family

17. Which among the following methods is

less expensive?

[A] Case study

[B] Mailing questionnaire

[C] Interview

[D] Questionnaire

18. Which of the following methods has

limitation that cannot be used among

illiterates?

[A] Participant observation

[B] Non-participant observation

[C] Interview

[D] Questionnaire

19. A social researcher can use interview

than a questionnaire to collect good and 

more materials in getting information in 

a short time when he meets persons of

[A] a particular area

[B] different areas

[C] bigger areas

[D] wider areas

20. The most important feature of a good

sample is

[A] smaller quantity

[B] big quantity

[C] correct representative

[D] None of the above

21. The data of research is

[A] qualitative only

[B] quantitative only

[C] Both [A] and [B]

[D] None of the above

22. Which of the following is not an

example of cybercrime?

[A] Cyberstalking

[B] Identity theft

[C] Phishing scam

[D] Prank phone call

23. The concept of social stratification is

very much related with

[A] achieved status

[B] ascribed status

[C] social mobility

[D] All of the above
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24. “Man is born free, but he is everywhere

in chains.” It is the statement of

[A] Karl Marx

[B] Saint-Simon

[C] Emile Durkheim

[D] Rousseau

25. ICT stands for

[A] Information Common Technology

[B] Information and Common
Technology

[C] Information and Computer
Technology

[D] Interconnected Technology

26. _____ is a group of people with common

and distinct culture, with a particular

territory, and distinguishable entity.

[A] Community

[B] Institution

[C] Society

[D] All of the above

27. Which one of the following is not

considered a part of technical education 

in India?

[A] Medical

[B] Management

[C] Pharmaceutical

[D] Aeronautical

28. A society characterized by the absence

of barriers to social mobility, is called

[A] dynamic society

[B] open society

[C] static society

[D] close society

29. The term ‘gender stratification’ refers to

stratification between

[A] mother and father

[B] sexes

[C] generations

[D] ethnic groups

30. In an open society, social mobility

depends upon the

[A] family status

[B] religious background

[C] caste background

[D] personal achievement of the people
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31. Verification of a login name and

password is known as

[A] troubleshooting

[B] configuration

[C] authentication

[D] None of the above

32. ‘.gif’ is an extension of

[A] image file

[B] video file

[C] audio file

[D] word file

33. What is the full form of WWW in

Web address?

[A] World Wide Word

[B] World Wide Wood

[C] World Wide Web

[D] None of the above

34. Which one of the following is the result

of the output given by a computer?

[A] Information

[B] Data

[C] Instruction

[D] None of the above

35. Which of the following is not a storage

medium?

[A] Hard disk

[B] Scanner

[C] Flash drive

[D] DVD

36. A computer uses which type of number

system to calculate and to store data?

[A] Decimal

[B] Octal

[C] Binary

[D] Hexadecimal

37. The main page of a Web site is

known as

[A] home page

[B] bookmark page

[C] content page

[D] navigator page

38. What is the full form of PDF?

[A] Printed Document Format

[B] Public Document Format

[C] Portable Document Format

[D] Published Document Format
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39. The GUI means

[A] General User Interaction

[B] Graphical User Interface

[C] Guided User Interface

[D] General User Interface

40. Which one of the following is not an

integral part of a computer device or

system?

[A] Motherboard

[B] CPU

[C] Keyboard

[D] UPS

41. USB port stands for

[A] United Serial Bus port

[B] Universal Serial Bus port

[C] Universal Sequential Bus port

[D] Universal Serial BIOS port

42. Who is considered as the ‘father of

computing’?

[A] Claude Shannon

[B] Charles Babbage

[C] Von Neumann

[D] Graham Bell

43. Virus is a computer

[A] file

[B] database

[C] network

[D] program

44. The full form of BCD is

[A] Bit-coded Decimal

[B] Binary-coded Decimal

[C] Bit-coded Digit

[D] Binary-coded Digit

45. On the Internet, moving from one

Web site to another is known as

[A] uploading

[B] downloading

[C] searching

[D] browsing

46. Which of the following operations is not

performed by a computer?

[A] Control

[B] Output

[C] Understand

[D] Input
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47. What is the virus that spreads in

computer?

[A] It is a hardware

[B] It is a system software

[C] It is a computer program

[D] It is a windows tool

48. What is antivirus?

[A] It is a computer

[B] It is a program code

[C] It is a company name

[D] It is an application

49. Which of the following is not a type

of cybercrime?

[A] Data theft

[B] Copyright infringement

[C] Damage to data and systems

[D] Installing antivirus for protection

50. What is the full form of the ITA, 2000?

[A] Information Tech Act, 2000

[B] Indian Technology Act, 2000

[C] International Technology Act, 2000

[D] Information Technology Act, 2000

51. Which of the following is an antivirus

program?

[A] Norton

[B] K7

[C] Quick heal

[D] All of the above

52. Firewall is a type of

[A] virus

[B] security threat

[C] worm

[D] None of the above

53. To protect a computer from virus,

you should install _____ in your

computer.

[A] backup wizard

[B] disk cleanup

[C] antivirus

[D] disk defragmenter

54. A cookie stores the

[A] password of the user

[B] information about the user’s Web
activity

[C] software developed by the user

[D] commands used by the user
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55. OCR stands for

[A] Original Character Reader

[B] Optical Character Recognition

[C] Original Code Reader

[D] Optical Coding Recognizer

56. Which of the following is required to

create an HTML document?

[A] Search engine

[B] Text editor

[C] Internet

[D] Browser

57. Which of the following is an example

of application software?

[A] Linux

[B] Mac OS X

[C] MS-Word 2007

[D] Microsoft Windows

58. What is the full form of DTP?

[A] Desktop Product

[B] Desktop Publishing

[C] Dynamic Technology Product

[D] Desktop Phishing

59. Which of the following file formats is

not a video file format?

[A] .AVI

[B] .MOV

[C] .MP4

[D] .JPEG

60. Which of the following is not a/an

Web browser?

[A] Internet Explorer

[B] Mozilla Firefox

[C] Google Chrome

[D] Yahoo

61. FTP is an acronym for

[A] File Transfer Protocol

[B] File Truncation Protocol

[C] File Translation Protocol

[D] File Transaction Protocol

62. Which of the following cannot be done

using e-mail?

[A] Send an attachment

[B] Forward an e-mail

[C] Copy file from a remote computer

[D] None of the above
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63. Which of the following commands is

given to reboot the computer?

[A] Ctrl + Alt + Del

[B] Ctrl + Alt + Tab

[C] Ctrl + Shift + Del

[D] Ctrl + Shift + Tab

64. Which of the following is not an Internet 

search engine?

[A] Google

[B] Yahoo

[C] MSN

[D] Windows

65. Who was the founder of Bluetooth?

[A] Erickson

[B] Martin Cooper

[C] Steve Jobs

[D] Apple

66. Which of the following statements is

correct?

[A] Virus is a part of software.

[B] Virus is an operating system.

[C] Internet does not allow the virus
to spread.

[D] Virus improves the speed of
processing information through
computer.

67. Formula in Excel starts with

[A] %

[B] =

[C] +

[D] –

68. The Internet will allow people in remote

places

[A] to make business deals

[B] to buy and sell

[C] to keep in touch with their friends

[D] All of the above

69. The most common form of computer

crime is

[A] browsing

[B] terrorism

[C] hacking

[D] All of the above

70. A byte consists of how many bits?

[A] 16

[B] 4

[C] 2

[D] 8

71. ‘.bak’ extension refers to what kind of

file?

[A] Document

[B] Movie/Video file

[C] Backup file

[D] Audio file
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72. Operating system is an example of

[A] application software

[B] system software

[C] Both [A] and [B]

[D] None of the above

73. The shortcut key ‘Ctrl + F’ in MS-Word

is used for

[A] redo

[B] finding the word

[C] selecting all

[D] justify text

74. Which one of the following is a social

media site?

[A] www.tripura.gov.in

[B] www.linkedin.com

[C] www.tripurauniv.ac.in

[D] www.google.com

75. Which part of computer is used for

calculation?

[A] CPU

[B] Control unit

[C] ALU

[D] Memory unit

76. The type of software which is used to

create slide show is

[A] Web design software

[B] presentation software

[C] word processing software

[D] spreadsheet software

77. McAfee is an example of

[A] photo-editing software

[B] quick heal

[C] virus

[D] antivirus

78. The capacity of a storage device can be

measured in terms of

[A] MHz

[B] Mbps

[C] MB

[D] None of the above

79. A computer on Internet is identified by

[A] e-mail address

[B] street address

[C] IP address

[D] server address

80. Junk e-mail is also called

[A] spam

[B] spoof

[C] sniffer script

[D] spool
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